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2. T note that the G.P.O. has decided that the Government Rate will be applicable to this type of 
traffic from London, i.e. lid. per word (5Jd. for us 
and 5 id. for G.P.O.). This is not the case at present 
with D.S.I.R. trj ffic from her to Lo Ion. I find on investigating the matter that over the years D.S.I.R. 
have been getting away with 5id. per word (all of which 
is claimed by London) for their traffic from here. The

Extract from minute to Ti.G.S. from 3.P.T. dated 21. 11. 61, 
(Original filed in 0167/B)

V€ X? /

is claimed bj London) for their traffic from here, 
same applies to F.I.D.3. and the Aif? Ministryft As a 
result a considerable amount of revenue has been lost’.
I therefore suggest that as from 1st December or
1st January, 1962, all D.S.I.R.’, P.I.D.S. and Ministry 
t 1 ;T rged i* r ' • at the s le telegraphic rates 
as they pay in London.

J. This also raises the point as to whether the 
Colony” Government should not pay equivalent rates?
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’own Council are also profiting in a snail way 
and should he included in the circular?
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"the obvious .ffect in ri, htinf this Iona standing oversight 
is much regretted and it is hoped will not cause too much 
inco: ivenience" o

Facts in draft are correct. “ have however suggested minor
’ amend^hnts - the most important of which is the deletion of the 
sentenced, shewn in pencilled brackets. “ do not favour soliciting

objections because c.r-* morel;■ correcting something vrhich has gone 
unnoticed over the years - and v.'hat hr._>pens if they do object!? 
alternative -would be to announce the increase with regret on the follow
ing lines?
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To:

From; The Colonial Secretary,
Secretary, British .Antarctic Survey, 
Chief Meteorological Officer, 
Off i cer-in-Charge, D.' , X. R.,
Chairmen, Stanley Town Council,

3>|sfc January,

Telegraphic Rates

2.. The obvious effect in righting this long standing oversight is 
much regretted and it is hoped it will not cause too much inconvenience.

%

A recent examination of the telegraphic rates charged on telegrams 
destined for the United Kingdom and originating from your Department has re
vealed that the Government rate of 5yd per word (all of which is claimed by 
the G.P.O. London) has erroneously been applied for several years. The 
correct rate is lid and this will be applied with effect from 1st February, 
1962. Rates to other parts of the world will also be affected and these can 
be had on application to the Post Office.
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3. This will not apply to the D- S. I. R. which is a separate 
organization and not connected in any way with B. A. S.
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2. As far as charging the increased rate goes, however, I 
am more inpressed by another of Sec. B.A. S. 1 s arguments, which 
is that the B.A. S. radio at present provides facilities to 
Government for which no charge is levied. The most significant 
of these is the collection of weather data from the Argentine and 
Chile, which, Sec.B.A. S. informs me, occupies his operators for 
two hours every day. This data is necessary for the preparation 
of weather forecasts for the Falkland Islands. I think this 
service is most valuable to the Colony, and it would lead to 
unnecessary conplications were the Survey to charge Government 
for this work. I think, therefore, that for the present we 
should continue to transmit B.A. S. telegrams, which include 
meteorological telegrams to London, without this Colony levying 
a charge of 5^d a word*

On his return from the South, Sec.B.A.S. raised the 
question of the Colony charging fy^d a word on B.A.S. telegrams 
to London, making a total charge of lid a word. It has been 
recognized in the past that the contribution of <£10,000, which . 
the Colony received from the Dependencies, covered certain 
services, and indeed Sec.B.A. S. has a file, which I attach, 
dealing with these matters. The future of this £10,000 is 
uncertain, but I would hope that South Georgia will continue 
to pay it. As from next financial year the British Antarctic 
Territory will make no direct contribution to this Government.

c. c. Sec.B.A. S.
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